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Posted at 3pm on Eco Tour by See-Manatees most tourism in natural areas today does not fall under the category of ecotourism and is not, therefore, sustainable. Ecotourism is defined separately by its emphasis on conservation, education, passenger responsibility and active community participation. With the many advances in
transportation and information technology, even the most remote places on earth are within reach of the traveler. In fact, tourism is now the world's largest industry, with nature tourism representing the fastest growing segment. People express a desire to experience nature and the world, but should make every attempt to do so in a way
that does not adversely affect the natural environment. The World Conservation Association (IUCN) defines ecotourism as an environmentally responsible travel to natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and related cultural traits, both past and present) that promote conservation, have a low impact of visitors and provide
beneficially active socio-economic engagement of local residents. Ecotourism usually has the following characteristics: sensitivity to conscientious and hassle-headed comptroller behavior towards, and appreciation of local cultures and support for biodiversity for local conservation efforts Sustainable benefits to local communities Local
participation in making educational component decisions for both traveler and local communities Increased tourism to sensitive natural areas without proper planning and management can threaten the integrity of local ecosystems and cultures. An increase of visitors to sensitive natural areas can lead to significant environmental
degradation. Local communities and indigenous cultures can also be harmed by a large influx of visitors. Ecotourism offers an opportunity for increased education and activism among travellers, making them more effective conservation advocates. Long-tail boats on Surin Island, Thailand.As part of a shift to conservation of natural
resources, some key destinations - and the people who visit them - are becoming more attuned to the environmental impact of tourism. The change disrupts some of the traditions associated with tourist hotspots, resulting in a trend in which sustainable environmental outcomes are highlighted over a holiday of 'experience' only. The
dynamic comes against the backdrop of a very busy market for international tourism, which the World Tourism Organization expects to climb to 1.8 billion by 2030. Since 2000, destinations around the world seeking have jumped by more than 50%, the organization notes. Tourism — itself a major source of growth — contributes about
10% of the world's economy, according to the World Tourism and Tourism Council. Data from the Global Sustainability Dashboard reveals that nearly half of tourism's economic impact is derived from just 10 destinations, with the natural resources of these locations increasingly stretched. With that in mind, Places are becoming more
environmentally friendly, and more visitors are doing their part. It has gradually evolved into a movement that prioritizes local culture over mass tourism - with its influence being felt from the U.S. Midwest to Iceland.In for a target to be approved already viable, the World Council for Sustainable Tourism outlines a list of criteria. It ranges
from supporting local businesses, saving natural resources and encouraging visitors to participate in the community. Horseback riding in the remote area near Vail, Colorado.Vail, Colorado, a popular mountain resort town, is in the process of becoming the first certified sustainable destination in the U.S. We do a lot of great work, but we
want to compare ourselves against the world - we wanted to be leaders, environmental sustainability manager Kristen Bartolia told CNBC recently. For Vail, the achievement literally took a village. Hundreds of businesses, from luxury hotels to plumbing companies, have collaborated to make the city more environmentally friendly. The
effort spanned the public transport, waste and housing sectors. Separately, places like Jackson Hole, Wyoming and Yellowstone National Park in Montana follow a similar path. Coordinated by the Riverwind Foundation, Yellowstone has spent the past five years coordinating efforts between government bodies, businesses and nonprofits
to make the park more sustainable. Both locations were recognized this year by Green Destinations, a nonprofit organization that annually identifies the top 100 destinations worldwide. Timothy O'Donohue, Riverwind's chief executive, told CNBC that the voluntary efforts are helping Yellowstone fight overcrowding and educate the public.
The park's 4.8 million annual visitors can still immerse themselves in its pure mountain air and natural beauty, but O'Donoghue and other conservationists hope the public will spread the message of sustainability. This opportunity for tourism to do good is what the co-founder of the Centre for Responsible Tourism, Martha Honey, said was
fundamentally what tourism was responsible for. I think what we find in this soft education is our brains open and it can really have profound effects on us, said Martha Honey, co-founder of the Center for Responsible Tourism, a policy organization that promotes environmentally friendly tourism. Sustainability can improve our holiday and
then affect us when we return home, she added. People bathing in the Blue Lagoon, a geothermal bath resort in southern Iceland.Originally, the vast barby lava fields of Iceland's Rijekens Peninsula have never been a tourist destination for travelers looking for the idyllic green spaces of the Nordic country. However, in the mid-2000s, The
Citizens of Rijekens, who faced a fragmenting economy, made the area a destination for travelers seeking to enjoy nature in its purest form. Tourism was kind of our savior in a sense, because people started respecting the area more, Thuridor said. Brown, the director of Visit Reykjanes.In in recent years, has become unesco's global
geopark, a U.N.-based project that promotes global conservation, and launched a marketing campaign to promote Raikanes' virtues. Now, tourism is fueling job creation, and people are more willing to work and visit. Brown described the project as building a foundation for the region's future. Geopark partners with local businesses to
spread its commitment to conservation support, and proper use of local resources. Tourists have led to new opportunities in the area, but Brown said the peninsula does not intend to attract large numbers. Instead, Rijekness focuses on a specific sub-group of travelers, aiming to escape threats to the ecosystem, likes which Thailand and
other scenic sites have struggled with recently. In Thailand, the rich wildlife of Surin Islands National Park makes it a top diving destination for tourists around the world. The increase in visitors to the lush tropical destination interferes with the traditional lifestyle of the Moknes, a tribe native to nomadic seamen. When we were there, people
didn't know what we were talking about. [Now] there's an increase of consumers looking for experience and memories. Volunteer group Andaman Discoveries has sought to stem the negative impact of tourists on the Surin Islands. The organization worked with the Muskans to develop a unique tour group focused on their cultural heritage,
and to preserve the environment. This project allows Moken... Produce benefits including job development, educational culture exchange, Andaman customer relations manager Lindsay Redding told CNBC. By creating sustainable tourism, Moken can stay within their community and strengthens their cultural heritage, Redding added. The
organization specializes in a community tourism model that includes faciliting experiences, volunteer services and service projects that return directly to locals. According to Redding, the programs focus on conservation, but also on human rights and sustainable development, in a way that spurs meaningful, educational and memorable
experiences for both the guest and the host. Redding said most communities see incomes as 30% higher when they participate in the organization's programs. Meanwhile, tourists are exposed to the traditional lifestyle and authenticity of the cultures they visit. Some of the growth of sustainable tourism traffic has been helped by traveller
attitudes. Justin Francis, the founder and chief executive of Responsible Travel based in the UK, said awareness among holidaymakers had changed massively. When we were first called, people didn't know what we were talking about, Francis said. Now, there is an increase of consumers looking for experience and memories, he noted.
This desire is better suited for supporting responsible travel rather than fancy travel. As with Andaman discoveries, visitors who tend to take part in these activities tend to Learn more about the environment they're vacationing in, while the right communities can reap the economic benefits. Financially, the sustainable approach can be
profitable as well. A 2016 study by Sustainable Travel International and Mandala Research found that ecotourism tends to stay longer, spend more, and believe they have a responsibility to honor the destination. In the past three years, 60% of U.S. passengers have reported a viable trip and say they have a responsibility to make sure
their trips don't cause damage to the destination. Ten years ago, [sustainability] was more of an inconvenience, said Bertuglia of Vail, and now it's appreciated and ingrained, Bartolia Moyle said. Said.
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